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      Excellent textbook ideal for Early Childhood and Primary Students.  The frequent diagrams and images make this text accessible even to those who struggle with academic reading. Fantastic textbook for developing the subject knowledge of prospective teachers
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      A useful text to support trainee students in enhancing their subject knowledge.
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      This book is more suitable to be used as a revision  guide.
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      This book flew off the shelves the HND students found this very relevant to refer to as they evaluated teaching methods used in the early years to promote mathematical learning
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      A comprehensive look at mathematics. Nice to have a book that includes early mathematical ideas aswell.
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      This book is invaluable for students who want to develop their mathematical subject knowledeg when studying initial teacher education degree courses. It has been recommended for a further year 2011
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      Already have a reading list for this area.
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      Liked the way the book was split in to different sections / areas of mathemetics.Could then direct students to specific chapters depending on content of session that week. Liked the "tasks" too and was able to incorporate some of these into the teaching sessions.
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      A comprehensive book that supports the practitioners developing subject knowledge and understanding. Useful exercises enable this to be used as a revision guide.




  
          Mrs Michelle Williams
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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